COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
Proposed Catalog Changes

Biological Sciences

1. Drop the following courses [Effective: Summer 2014]

   **MMBB 416  Food Microbiology (3 cr)**
   See FS 416. (Fall only)

   Rationale: Based on the MOU dated April 22, 2011 the School of Food Science will be teaching Food Microbiology. By dropping the MMBB 416 listing it will accurately reflect in the course catalog and the courses offered for the School of Food Science.

   **MMBB 417  Food Microbiology Laboratory (2 cr)**
   See FS 417. (Fall only)

   Rationale: Based on the MOU dated April 22, 2011 the School of Food Science will be teaching Food Microbiology. By dropping the MMBB 417 listing it will accurately reflect in the course catalog and the courses offered for the School of Food Science.

   **MMBB 520  Instrumental Analysis (2 cr)**
   Same as FS 520. Theory and techniques involved in the use of various instruments in modern biological laboratories; topics include chromatography, spectrometry, sterilization, sample preparation, radioisotope techniques, electrophoresis, centrifugation, and fermentation. (Spring only)
   Prereq: Permission

   Rationale: Per the MOU, delineating the MMBB courses, the School of Food Science is moving forward in updating our course titles and cross listed sections to accurately reflect the courses taught in the School of Food Science.